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ABSTRACT

The National Ignition Facility (NIF) has a need for measuring gamma radiation as part of a nuclear diagnostic program. 
A new gamma-detection diagnostic uses 90º off-axis parabolic mirrors to relay Cherenkov light from a volume of 
pressurized gas. This nonimaging optical system has the high-speed detector placed at a stop position with the 
Cherenkov light delayed until after the prompt gammas have passed through the detector. Because of the wavelength 
range (250 to 700 nm), the optical element surface finish was a key design constraint. A cluster of four channels (each 
set to a different gas pressure) will collect the time histories for different energy ranges of gammas.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory’s National Ignition Facility (NIF) is the world’s largest and most 
powerful laser system for inertial confinement fusion (ICF) and experiments studying high energy density (HED) 
science. The long-term goal of attaining fusion ignition and burn at NIF is rapidly approaching. The technology 
challenge is to create an inexhaustible supply of clean, carbon-free energy. This optical instrument was developed to 
monitor the fusion process.

Figure 1 is a cartoon layout of the NIF vacuum chamber. Two out of the 192 laser beams (shown in red) enter the 
chamber from the bottom left. Diagnostics are mounted onto external ports of this vacuum chamber. The pencil-eraser-
sized cylinder, shown in Figure 1, contains a tiny spherical target filled with deuterium and tritium, two isotopes of 
hydrogen. Inside the cylinder, the laser energy is converted to x-rays at the gold wall. The x-rays heat and compress the 
fuel until it reaches temperatures of more than 200 million degrees Fahrenheit and pressures billion times greater than 
Earth’s atmospheric pressure. The rapid compression of the fuel capsule forces the hydrogen nuclei to fuse and release 
many times more energy than the laser energy that was required to initiate the reaction.

The deuterium-tritium (DT) fusion reaction is the most efficient reaction known in terms of energy released. The energy 
released is related to Einstein’s mass-energy equivalence equation: E = mc2. The ratio between the energy released 
during the fusion process to the kinetic energy needed to fuse the deuterium nucleus to the tritium nucleus is 450. This 
value is a theoretical limit. The NIF break even goal is to get above 1. Figure 2 shows the products of this fusion 
reaction. Most of the energy is released with high-speed neutrons. But for every 100,000 neutrons released, one gamma 
is also released from a different reaction branch. Neutrons have mass, and their energy values can vary; therefore, they 
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arrive at a neutron detector at different times. However, all gammas, regardless of their energy values, travel at the speed 
of light. If you measure the reaction rate of the gamma particles, very precise knowledge of the reaction history is 
obtained. The problem to overcome is the low numbers of gammas.



Fig. 1.The NIF target chamber has an inside diameter of 10 meters. All 192 lasers are aimed at the walls of a gold 
cylinder (right insert) where they are converted to x-rays. The x-rays apply the kinetic energy to cause the spherical ball 
of fuel to implode.

Fig. 2.The deuterium-tritium fusion reaction. 2 eV is the energy of a red photon. A 16.7 MeV gamma is a photon with 
millions of times the energy of photons that our eye can see. They have very long penetration depths.



Reaction history is the time-resolved measurement of signals emitted during an experiment. For physics experiments 
related to high-energy densities, plasmas, fusion energy, and fission studies, reaction history provides a time-resolved 
description of the fundamental physical reactions occurring during the experiment. Our current application is for ICF 
experiments at the Omega Laser Facility (Omega) of the University of Rochester’s Lab for Laser Energetics and at the 
NIF. However, any experiments requiring single or sub-nanosecond time resolution for detection of x-rays, gamma rays 
and absolute optical timing could use the reaction history instrument.

Using reaction histories, key physics data have been taken [1], specifically the “gamma bang-time”―the onset of 
deuterium-tritium reactions in an ICF experiment; gamma reaction history (GRH)―the time-resolved rate of gamma 
production in the experiment; the x-ray reaction history―similar to the gamma reaction history; and the absolute timing 
of the experiment via reflected target light. The latter is the time-resolved detection of the drive laser light reflected off 
the experimental target. Due to jitter in the laser timing systems of Omega and NIF, and imprecision in the laser fiducial 
timing systems, reflected light is the only method of absolutely measuring the signal timing.

2. OPTICAL AND OPTOMECHANICAL DESIGNS

Gas Cherenkov detectors have been used to convert fusion gammas into photons to record gamma reaction history 
measurements. Gamma bang time was measured at the Omega Laser Facility (Omega) of the University of Rochester’s 
Lab for Laser Energetics with a previously fielded system simply called the gas Cherenkov detector (GCD) [2]. This was 
designed by some of the Los Alamos National Laboratory developers listed for the GRH instrument; the GCD is still in 
use. Cherenkov radiation is the light emitted when a charged particle (in our instrument an electron) travels through a 
dielectric (electrically polarizable) medium (in our instrument pressurized gas) with a speed greater than that at which 
light would otherwise propagate in the same medium.This gas detector includes a converter, pressurized gas volume, 
relay collection optics, and a photon detector. The GCD is shown in Figure 3. The first successful detection of fusion 
gammas from DT fuel was collected at Omega in 2002. Measuring fusion gammas provide precise bang time and burn 
width for understanding the fusion process. The GCD uses a compact optical layout making use of a Cassegrain 
telescope to image the back of the converter (Be or Al) onto a detector. However, light is generated through the volume 
of gas, not just at the converter. Imaging the converter reduces collection efficiency. Some of the light is blocked by the 
secondary mirror structure. Because the GCD is light starved, it is placed close to the gamma source. Its position 
requires penetration inside the Omega laser target vacuum chamber. Because of the GCD detector’s location, prompt 
gammas induce a precursor signal that is 0.5 ns ahead of the Cherenkov light. Tungsten (W) shielding reduces the 
amplitude of this precursor signal. But, this precursor compromises the Cherenkov signal.

Fig. 3. Gas Cherenkov detector (GCD) fielded at LLE Omega. It is inserted inside the target vacuum chamber. Prompt 
gammas induce a precursor signal that is 0.5 ns ahead of the Cherenkov light. The tungsten shielding reduces the 
amplitude of this precursor signal. This GCD has been in use at Omega for almost 10 years.

For NIF a new reaction history instrument design was required. The new GRH diagnostic (shown in Figure 4) is external 
to the target chamber, requiring no chamber penetrations [3,4]. There is no requirement to position the GRH at a precise 
position from the gamma source. Just as in the original GCD, gammas from fusion reactions are converted to Compton 
electrons that are converted into Cherenkov photons (response is from 250 to 700 nm) in a pressurized gas cell. Because 
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of the great penetrating energy of the gammas, only about 10% of the gammas produce Compton electrons. The rest of 
the gammas pass through the metal components. The Cassegrain optics used in the GCD are replaced with three 90º off-
axis parabolic (OAP) mirrors in the GRH to relay the light into a high-speed detector. These relay optics collect light 
from a 125 mm diameter by 600 mm long interchangeable gas (CO2 or SF6) volume. The OAP layout incorporates a 4.2 
ns time delay that allows the detector to recover from prompt radiation before it records the gamma signal.

The function of the OAPs is to replace relay lenses in an optical relay system. They also function as turning mirrors that 
allow placement of the detector at a convenient location for shielding in a radiation environment. In Figure 4, optical ray 
tracings demonstrate how light can be collected from different angled trajectories of the Compton electrons as they 
traverse the gas volume. A Monte Carlo model of the conversion process from gammas to Cherenkov photons is used to 
generate photon trajectories. The collection efficiencies for different gamma energies are evaluated.

Fig. 4. Cherenkov light is generated throughout a pressurized gas cell. Monte Carlo rays derived from a simulation code 
show that the cell collects 5.2% of the Cherenkov light.There is ample room to surround the detector with Tungsten 
shielding. The turning mirror has 2 small holes allowing for optical fibers (not shown) to send calibration light towards 
the detector as well as towards the converter.

In our pressurized gas cell, light is collected from all source locations throughout the gas volume. The problem with 
using relay optics with a volume source of light is that as the object position moves, the image position also moves. 
However, the stop position of an imaging system never moves and its diameter does not change, as its diameter is related 
to the full angle cone of light collected. Thus, the stop position is the best location to place a detector that is collecting 
light from many object source planes. This parabolic mirror relay diagnostic is functioning as a nonimaging system. 

Cherenkov light is collected into the 1-cm diameter detector as shown in Figure 5. This example ray tracing shows five 
gammas originating from a point at the target chamber center (TCC) located 5900 mm from the detector. The gammas 
hit five field positions on the converter, producing Compton electrons at −2, 0, and +2 degrees. Here, Cherenkov light is 
emitted along each of these electron trajectories, and the detector collects light within a ±1-degree cone centered about 
each electron trajectory. The high-speed detector has a diameter of 1 cm. The combination of OAP2 and OAP3 are used 
to demagnify the first stop diameter. Due to the 10 to 1 demagnification of the first stop onto the second stop (detector), 
the detector collection angle is limited to ±3 degrees of the source light, which can be summed up from any combination 
of electron and photon angles (shown here are ±2-degree electrons and ±1-degree photons).



Fig. 5. Cherenkov light is generated throughout the gas cell. Shown is an optical ray tracing from one of many source 
planes.

The Al converter is 125 mm in diameter by 10 mm thick. Tungsten shielding protects both the detector and the pressure 
window from line-of-sight and scattered radiation. The expected burn width of DT fusion is 10−20 ps and the expected 
burn width of tritium-hydrogen-deuterium (THD) fusion is 80−150 ps. The temporal dispersion produced by the 
sapphire pressure window is 3 ps over the wavelength range of 250 to 700 nm. Because of the gas index, there are 
differences between the Compton electron and Cherenkov photons transit times that limit the optical time response of the 
GRH to 8 ps. Gammas will produce Cherenkov light in the sapphire pressure window, but the light travels the wrong 
direction due to the layout of the OAPs. The inside walls are blackened to absorb unwanted light.

Figure 6 compares the GRH design to the GCD that utilizes a Cassegrain reflector still in use at the Omega laser facility. 
The GCD tungsten shielding is also shown, which is seen in Figure 3. The GCD is inserted inside the Omega vacuum 
chamber to be up close to the gamma source. The GRH is mounted externally to the NIF vacuum chamber.

Fig. 6. GRH and GCD designs are overlaid to show size comparison and how rays are collected by their detectors.. The 
GRH is 3X more sensitive and considerably shorter. Both instruments use the same type of detector.

The GRH enclosure has no welded parts to maximize RF detector shielding. This enclosure satisfies pressure safety 
concerns and is shielded against electromagnetic interference induced by gammas and neutrons. Structural finite element 
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analysis was done to assure that rigorous optical and safety requirements were met. Figure 7 shows labeling of the 
complete system. Figure 8 is a photo of the hardware mounted onto an Omega laser port.

Fig. 7. Component labeling of the GRH used at LLE Omega.

Fig. 8. The GRH mounted onto an Omega port.
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Because of the UV wavelength requirement, the parabolic mirror surface must be smooth to limit scattering. To reduce 
scattering of the UV light, the 90-degree off-axis parabolic mirrors are electroformed nickel mirrors instead of diamond-
turned aluminum mirrors [5,6]. For these replicated mirrors, tooling expense is applied to a master stainless steel 
mandrel to provide the proper surface figure and polish. Then, the mandrel is placed into a vat of nickel for hours up to 
days to build up the required layer of nickel. This replicated part is removed from the mandrel, coated with aluminum, 
and mounted onto a support structure. All mirrors are bare aluminum coated for maximum reflectivity at wavelengths 
below 400 nm. Because the amount of light scattered from a surface varies as the square of the ratio of surface roughness 
to wavelength, diamond-turned OAPs will not work in the UV. We confirmed this formula by photographing the 
scattering at two different wavelengths on prototypes of both the electroformed nickel and diamond-turned mirrors. 
Figure 9 is a photo of OAP1 just before insertion into the GRH. Two O-ring grooves are shown, with one sealing against 
pressure and the other sealing against the RF.

Fig. 9. Parabolic mirrors are electroformed nickel to reduce scattering of the UV light. All mirrors are bare 
aluminum coated for maximum reflectivity.

Aligning the optics is fairly simple. Crosshairs are placed at the converter position. The detector is replaced with a grid 
pattern. The turning mirror has tilt adjustments. The hole in the turning mirror is tilted to line up with the crosshairs and
grid pattern, sighted by eye. If alignment is not perfect, then a different set of rays are collected at the detector, with only 
minor loss of sensitivity.

A single channel of the GRH is designed to work in different radiation environments. Depending on how different 
gamma sources are created in a dynamic environment, it may be necessary to adjust the time delay between the prompt 
gamma sources and the Cherenkov signals. Because the light is almost collimated between OAP2 and OAP3, their 
spacing can be adjusted. By changing this spacing by ±150 mm, there is very little change in the light collection seen by 
the detector. This results in a variable time delay of ±0.5 ns. Figure 10 shows how the detector placement can change.
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Fig. 10. Time delay between prompt gammas and Cherenkov signals can be varied.

The GRH instrument can put many signals onto a single, absolutely timed trace as seen in Figure 11. By comparing this 
information carefully to the laser drive, we infer effectiveness of the laser drive, shock timing, and compression. Using 
the comparison to the neutron signal, we are able to do tests to determine the branching ratio of certain nuclear reactions, 
e.g. the gamma branching ratio of He3. Multiple reaction history lines of sight, in particular perpendicular systems, 
would also provide a two-dimensional areal density of the fusion fuel. Fundamentally, while reaction history is a pulsed 
experiment diagnostic, this same system could be adapted for use on Tokomak type fusion reactors, providing insight 
into sustained plasma failure modes.

Fig. 11. The GRH data record includes cross-timing of multiple signals. Data is recorded with 3 different gain settings 
(e.g. 0.1, 1.0, 10.0). There is enough time spacing between the events to avoid overlap.



At Omega different tungsten shielding arrangements were tested, stray light was measured, electromagnetic interferences 
were measured. At Omega, the scintillator was replaced with an x-ray converter and the target was a gold foil. This 
provided an absolute time record of the GRH compared to the Omega drive lasers. Both CO2 and SF6 gas at different 
pressures were used. All of these criteria were validated during 2009 at the Omega laser facility during multiple shot 
campaigns using a single-channel system.

3. GRH INSTALLATION ON NIF

The initial NIF installation will have a cluster of four GRH units, each set to a different gas pressure for detecting 
gammas ranging from 3.5 MeV to 20 MeV. For example, 200 psi of SF6 gives a 3.0 MeV Cherenkov threshold, and 100 
psi of CO2 gives a 6.3 MeV Cherenkov threshold [3]. Each of the four units is attached to a support frame, as in Figure 
12. This frame is attached to a NIF chamber port. The four detectors are arranged into the middle of the cluster so they 
experience the same shielding environment. There is an 8-inch air separation between the chamber port and converter 
housing. The converter can be replaced with an x-ray scintillator when recording timing signals produced by the NIF 
drive lasers hitting a gold target instead of a fusion capsule. The complete system attached to the port weighs 1800 lb. 
The design requirement for initial installation at NIF is to detect gammas emitted from fusion burns producing 3 × 10 13

to 3 × 1016 neutrons with a system response time better than 100 ps.

Numerous recording hardware components must be calibrated and maintained. A Mach-Zehnder (MZ) modulator 
transmits the data by optical fibers to a remote NIF location and preserves signal bandwidth. Several high-bandwidth 
oscilloscopes set to different gains archive the MZ signals. Optical fibers feed light signals into each GRH unit, 
supplying both dry run and calibration signals. Fibers are inserted through two small holes in the flat turning mirror, as 
seen in Figure 13. In the current design, three fibers point towards the converter (backwards direction) to simulate a dry 
run signal and two fibers point towards the detector (forwards direction) to provide timing. An additional external fiber 
collects light from a small window at the center of this NIF port. This chamber light fiber provides an exact timing 
fiducial of the drive laser hitting target chamber center and, with a suitable fiber loop delay, this fiducial is added to the 
GRH data record.

Fig. 12. NIF will have four GRH units, each with a different gas pressure, for detecting 
gammas at several energy ranges. The four detectors share the same shielding environment.



Implementation at NIF will occur in two phases: (1) four photomultiplier tube (PMT)–based channels mounted to the 
outside of the target chamber at ~6m from TCC (GRH-6m) for the 1e13-1e17 DT neutron yield range expected during 
the early ignition-tuning campaigns; and (2) several channels located just inside the target bay shield wall at 15 m from 
TCC (GRH-15m) with optical paths leading through the cement shield wall to well-shielded streak cameras and PMTs 
for the 1e16−1e20 yield range expected during the DT ignition campaign. Because of the increased Cherenkov signal at 
15 m from TCC, faster streak camera recording will provide more accurate time response of the DT fusion burn.

Fig. 13. Optical fibers insert light into two directions through holes in the turning mirror. Timing fiducial uses a GRIN 
lens fiber to point directly at the detector. Three fibers point towards the converter and simulate a dry run signal.
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